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Cloning Christ? Best-selling Author Peter Thomas Senese Says Anything is
Possible

Best-selling author Peter Thomas Senese says "CloningChrist"is a possibility. The author is
pleased to announce that he is donating 100% of his royalties derived from "CloningChrist","The
Den of the Assassin"and "ChasingThe Cyclone"to the I CARE Foundation, a non-profit
established to protect children from international abduction.

Los Angeles and New York (PRWEB) December 04, 2011 -- "Cloning Christ."The words conjure thoughts of
blasphemy - or do they?

"The Den of The Assassin." Is there really a hidden world on Wall Street?

"Chasing The Cyclone." How would you find one young child abducted and taken to the other side of the world
without a trace - a world of 7 billion people?

Welcome to the world of best-selling author Peter Thomas Senese.

Peter Thomas Senese is pleased to announce that he will be donating 100% of his royalties earned from now
through December 31st, 2011 on E-book sales of select publications from the novelist's international thrillers
including the geopolitical espionage thriller "The Den of the Assassin,"the international theological thriller
cliff-hanger "Cloning Christ,"and the riveting, deeply personal global legal drama "Chasing The Cyclone." to
the I CARE Foundation.

Mr. Senese commented, "I am very pleased to continue my financial commitment toward the I CARE
Foundation and to helping parents and children targeted for the crime of international parental child abduction.
IPCA is a growing problem that could victimize well over 100,000 American children alone over the next
decade. The I CARE Foundation is trying to do something about it - and I support their efforts completely."

The gut-wrenching, inspirational theological thriller "Cloning Christ" jettisons readers to the spiritual and
physical battlefront of good vs. evil in an electrifying, bone-chilling story of faith that evolves around the global
manhunt for Dr. Max Train, a once-devout, now faithless genomic scientist who may be in possession of the
True Cross of Jesus of Nazareth. "Cloning Christ" will cause heart-racing readers to contemplate the challenges
between science and faith while contemplating physical and spiritual issues we all face today in our pursuit to
enrich the human condition and experience.

Top critic Harriett Klausner commented, "Fans will relish this thriller. The tale is loaded with action yet uses
the characters as symbols of mankind similar to a medieval passion play like Everyman. The cast represents the
faithful, the disbelievers, the dividers (torn between science and religion) or the selfish. "Cloning Christ" brings
the debate of religion vs. science to the forefront in an exciting manner that focuses on the sacredness of life."

Mr. Senese commented, "Cloning Christ is an absolute theological thriller that takes the reader directly to the
question, 'How would you clone Jesus of Nazareth - The Christ'? In my interpretation of that question, my
answer is to follow His teachings - and that is to act best I can in kindness towards others while also being
mindful not to be taken adavantage of in such acts."
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"The Den of the Assassin," the spine-tingling Post 9-11 financial espionage and geopolitical thriller that
catapults an unsuspecting young Wall Street banker, Tyler Boxter, into a world of incomprehensible
possibilities and insane apocalyptic challenges was recently released on E-book (second edition) to the praise of
readers.

Renowned critic Daniel Jolley said of "The Den of the Assassin," “This is one seriously good thriller. Billed as
“a novel of international finance and espionage,” Den of the Assassin is a super-realistic exploration of
frightening possibilities, unsurpassed heroism, Lucifer-like evil, and terrorism of the worst kind … Peter
Thomas Senese displays a wealth of knowledge of geopolitics, espionage, and international finance, describing
all the technical intricacies of the story’s elements and implications with great attention to detail -without ever
letting the pace get bogged down or become confusing to the reader. He also keeps a number of secrets close to
the vest, saving them for just the right time in the story. This serves to make the book thoroughly believable and
increasingly suspenseful. There’s no shortage of action here . . . Many a writer of thrillers seem to drop the ball
somewhere in the middle of their novels, but Peter Thomas Senese’s knowledge of geopolitics, international
finance, and 21st century terrorist threats keeps the fires of detailed complexity and story evolution stoked and
red-hot for the entire ride. Tyler Boxter is no James Bond, but "The Den of the Assassin" proves to be just as
exciting as any 007 caper – and much more realistic.”

The highly anticipated release of Peter Thomas Senese's deeply personal novel, 'Chasing The Cyclone' on E-
book that critics have called a heart-pounding international legal thriller of a father and son's unbowed and
unbreakable love and belief in one another in lieu of a wicked international child abduction as told in a way
very few writers ever could, and that was inspired by Peter Thomas Senese's unimaginable experiences as a
parent chasing the cyclone of international child abduction is now available on E-book and will be available in
hardcover during the Christmas holiday week.

Highly acclaimed critic Dr. Grady Harp stated, " ... As if the fast paced energy of this story weren't enough to
satisfy the reader, Peter Thomas demonstrates his quality as a writer of distinction on many levels ... this
impossible to put down book, readers will likely return to these moments of intelligence Peter Thomas shares."

The author commented on his "Chasing The Cyclone", "It is very difficult to understand the complex nightmare
any parent faces when their child is internationally abducted by the other parent. Not only is it a crime, but it is
complete and utter abuse as cited by our and many governments across the globe. But imagine - imagine trying
to find a child who is taken to an unknown location somewhere in the world. Can you really imagine ever
finding that child? Now imagine if that child is your child. Welcome to my "Chasing The Cyclone".

Peter Thomas Senese commented on his work and his continued support of the I CARE Foundation when he
said, "Due to circumstances that previously occurred in my life, I have become an advocate of international
child abduction prevention. I am extremely pleased to direct all my royalties' earnings to the foundation, as it
continues its herculean effort to build the "Hague Convention Attorney Network" so that targeted children of
abduction will have resources available to come to their aid."

Peter Thomas Senese is a storyteller focusing on messages in all formats that bespeak global connectivity. He is
actively involved in supporting issues that impact the lives of children, including demonstrative support to keep
our nation's public libraries properly funded and open seven days a week; and, actively engaged in numerous
and extensive activities surrounding international child abduction prevention; and, actively advocating for new
legislation that will protect children and others from malicious online impersonation.
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The writer, filmmaker, and dedicated child advocate previously commenced his E-book series release with "The
World Turned Upside Down" which he co-authored with Carolyn Ann Vlk. "The World Turned Upside Down"
has been called a landmark resource guide on international parental child abduction prevention, and was made
available as a free E-book so that those individuals in need of the highly informative information contained in
the publication would have immediate access to it.

Please visit the official website of Peter Thomas Seneseto read more about Peter's writing and advocacy work.
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Contact Information
Maria Gina
Pacifica TWST
http://www.peterthomassenese.com
917.200.6217

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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